The LoxP system allows for the conditional deletion of a gene or chromosomal region (1).
The region is flanked by loxP sequences which can be placed within the P. falciparum SERA2
intron (LoxPint), allowing them to be inserted anywhere within a gene of interest. The
parasite line expresses two halves of the cre-recombinase, which come together upon
addition of rapamycin to create an active recombinase, which excises the region between
the two loxP sequences. Our vectors and the NF54 DiCre line are available on addgene.(2,3)
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Below you will find:
Tips on where to put the LoxPint and designing the plasmid.
Protocols for integrating the sequences into the parasite genome with selection linked
integration (SLI) or CRISPR Cas9.
Schematics of different ways to use the LoxPint, including conditional mutation.
Advantages and disadvantages of different methods.
A list of papers using the different methods.
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Why use the LoxPint system for gene/domain deletion
Conditional – the region between the two LoxP sequences is deleted only upon addition of
rapamycin. Conditional knockout is crucial for essential genes and for analysing phenotypes
which are affected by parasite life stage (e.g. cell rigidity, phosphorylation, egress,
cytoadhesion, etc.)
Highly efficient – 99% of parasites excise the gene of interest (in some cases the excised
plasmid may re-insert into the loxP site but this is entropically unfavourable and therefore
very rare).
Total gene knockout – unlike degron-based methods for conditional deletion, the gene will
be 100% deleted.
Flexible – as the LoxP sequence is placed inside an artificial intron it can be placed anywhere
within a gene of interest with no effect on the protein sequence.
Adaptable – can include various tags, selectable markers and methods of chromosomal
editing (selection linked integration or Cas9).
What you need
Parasite line expressing DiCre (contact us for our NF54-DiCre line which forms gametocytes
and is transmissible through mosquitoes).
Plasmids for Cas9 gene editing or selection linked integration (available on request).
Compounds of choice for selection (WR and G418 for SLI, WR or Puromycin for Cas9).
Transfection systems, e.g. AMAXA.
Cas9 Method (4)
We use a Cas9 plasmid made by Ellen Kneupfer. The plasmid contains the Cas9 nuclease
gene, the CRISPR RNA sequence under an U6 promoter, and two back-to-back BbsI
restriction sites for inserting the guide sequence. There is a hDHFR-FCU cassette which can
be positively selected for with WR, and negatively selected for with Ancotil.
The repair plasmid contains the homology arms and insertion, which has no drug selection.
We use a pMK-RQ plasmid from IDT but any empty vector will do.
Linearize the repair plasmid with a restriction enzyme which can be heat inactivated, and
ethanol precipitate 20ug of the Cas9 plasmid and 3x molar ratio of the repair plasmid for
transfection.
Add 5nM WR99210 to the parasites from one day after transfection, for 4 days.
WR resistance may then be regained through cloning the parasites or negative selection
with ancotil.

Selection Linked Integration (SLI) Method (5)
• We use a modified pARL vector from Tobias Spielmann’s lab. It contains a HA tag, the T2A
slip peptide, neomycin/G418 resistance cassette, LoxPint and GFP sequence. There is an
additional hDHFR cassette for WR resistance. The 5’ homology arm, LoxPint, and
recodonised sequence are cloned upstream of these.
• Transfect 100ug of this plasmid.
• Add 2.5 nM WR99210 to the parasites from 48h post-transfection, until parasites appear.
Once a sample of the WR-selected parasites have been frozen, select with 225µg/ml G418
until a doubly-resistant population appears.
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Designing the Plasmid
Because the loxPint is so AT rich you may struggle to get it synthesised as short DNA
sequences (e.g. Gblocks). Some companies will make the sequence, however (e.g. IDT’s
custom gene synthesis.
We just PCR amplify the LoxPint sequence using 60bp primers to make it long enough to gel
purify, then Gibson/overlap PCR it together with the below fragments.
Homology region
For SLI use a 5’ homology region of at least 450bp, and ideally about 700-800bp.
For Cas9, use 5’ and 3’ homology regions of at least 100bp, ideally 300-500bp.
For SLI, avoid including the start ATG and 5’UTR in the homology region. This may lead to
expression of the protein and Neo resistance cassette episomally from the plasmid, reducing
the need for integration into the endogenous locus.
Where to insert the 1st LoxPint
Before region of interest (e.g. kinase domain, essential motif, transmembrane seq.)
Insert the intron into a common splice junction such as between an AG and a GT. See here
for a list of common ones: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3209046/
Try to avoid another GTA too close upstream of the intron or an AG too close downstream
in case of splicing at these points instead.
Just upstream of Cas9 cut site (within 100bp ideally).
We don’t recommend inserting the loxP into any uncharacterised intron due to the difficulty
in predicting branch sites.
Recodonised region
Make sure the recodonisation is quite thorough with the manual recodonisation feature
here: https://eu.idtdna.com/CodonOpt (Map codons>manual optimization). Change all
codons (apart from methionine and tryptophan) to another common Plasmodium codon.
If using Cas9, make sure the guide sequence is either recodonised thoroughly or split by the
insertion of the loxP.
Avoid changing the codons so that the intron splice junction is very rare (see above) or there
is an ‘AG’ too close to the intron, to avoid incorrect splicing.
After gene of interest.
HA tag for western blot/IFA (optional).
T2A Neomycin - essential for SLI but may also be included when using Cas9 to select for
expression of the gene of interest or as an additional selection for positive integration
events (optional for Cas9).
2nd LoxP intron.
GFP to come into frame with the N-terminus post-excision. This can confirm correct excision
on a single cell level and indicate the localisation of the N-terminus. However, removal of
the C-terminus often results in misfolding of the N-terminus and the GFP is rarely visible
(optional).
Recodonised region of interest (WT or mutant) which will come into frame upon raptreatment. This can give you a conditional mutant or WT complemented line. The region
must be recodonised differently to the original recodonisation above.
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Advantage

Disadvantage

• Parasites appear in 2-4 weeks
• Marker free after cloning or
negative selection of Cas9 plasmid.
• Short homology arms (100-700bp)
• Endogenous protein levels.
• Irreversible Integration
• Selection for integration into the
genome.
• Can select for expression of gene
of interest.
• Low chances of wild type parasites
surviving due to double selection.

• Does not knock out whole gene.
• No selection for integration or
protein expression (but T2A-Neo can
be included if desired)
• Protein level may be very low if
variably expressed.
• Long homology arms needed (4501000bp)
• Requires two selection steps, first
with WR then with G418.
• Not marker-free.
• Parasites appear in 3-8 weeks.
• May be reversible as the duplicated
homology region can recombine.
• May unnaturally overexpress gene of
interest leading to
mislocalisation/aggregation.
• T2A may not always skip, resulting in
about 30% GOI-NEO population.
• Cannot place LoxPint within ~450bp
of N-terminus.
• Two different recodonisations may
be needed.
• Cannot include a C-terminal tag.

• Complement deleted domain with
mutated sequence.
• Knocks out all but the very Nterminus of gene
• One transfection
• Minimal recodonisation required.
• Knocks out all but the very Nterminus of gene
• One transfection
• Can use a second Cas9 guide to
improve the chances of success.
• Can include a tag.
• Knocks out entire gene.
• Minimal recodonisation required.
• Can include a tag.

• Requires recodonisation of whole
gene - expensive for long genes and
may not be possible for repetitive
sequences.

• Two transfections required, ideally
with cloning in-between.
• LoxP in 5’ UTR may influence protein
expression.
• May require two Cas9 plasmids with
different resistance cassettes if 1st is
not lost through cloning/negative
selection.
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